
 

ITL Organised Shubhayate; Be a Blessing: the Farewell Ceremony 2020 
 

Name of the event    : Shubhayate; Be a Blessing: the Farewell Ceremony 2020 

Venue                        : Auditorium 

Organized by            : Students of class XI 

Attended by              : Students of Class XII 

 ITL Public School organized Shubhayate: Be a Blessing, Farewell 2020 for the batch of 2019-2020 on 25 

January 2020 in the School Auditorium amidst strong and passionate air of emotions and nostalgia. The 

lighting of the pious lamp by the School Principal Ms. Sudha Acharya marked the auspicious beginning of 

this phenomenal event. The ceremony had as its unique theme Bon Voyage: all performances revolved 

around this theme whereby the hosts, that is, Class XI batch posed as cabin crew and the students of 

the outgoing Class XII batch were considered as the mighty passengers .The School Principal blessed the 

students with her prudent words emphasizing the utmost importance of discipline in a student's life for 

sustainable success. The students realized the need to inculcate life skills and survival skills, the need to grab 

every opportunity that life offers and to nurture self esteem 

The students of class XI had put up an entertaining cultural fiesta comprising of an inspiring invocation dance, 

robust and rhythmic performance by the school band, a hilarious skit depicting the adorable mannerisms of 

seniors and a dazzling medley of dances. The comperes of the show with their unique sense of humor and 

excellent oratorical skills captivated the attention of the audience althrough.Ten boys and ten girls of class 

XII, most impressively dressed, were invited on the stage for the event Graceful Gait....whereby the 

contestants had to walk with style and grace Six students out of them were nominated for the game Wheel of 

Dares in which they spun the wheel having the names of props like umbrella, scarf, broom etc. . The prop.at 

which the wheel stopped was used for dancing in full glory to the tune of peppy songs related to prop. 

The coveted titles of the Lady of the Evening and the Gentleman of the Evening went to Falguni Mahajan 

and Shivam Kohli respectively which were chosen on the basis of the performance of these two entertaining 

rounds. The distinctive qualities of the students earned for them titles of honor like Peerless Prodigy of ITL, 

the Supernova of ITL, Miss Cordiality, Aesthetic Adroit, Connoisseur of Cordiality etc. Tender emotions 

ran high in each soul as students traversed down the memory lane. The Cake Cutting Ceremony marked the 

culmination of the event followed by a sumptuous refreshment. The students danced zestfully to the popular 

numbers on the DJ floor.  Hoodies were presented to each student as a token of love from ITL. Though 

nostalgic, the students were high in spirits inspired by the pearls of wisdom of Principal Ma'am, by the love of 

teachers and cherishing the bond of friendship at ITL. 



 

 

 


